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1NTRODUCTION

WIND FLOW AND ORGONE FLOW

thanges into the mechanical potencial from high to low as demonstrated in Reich's diagram for Orgone Energy Nfetabolism (THE ORANUR
EXPERIMENT, p. 209).
2. Orgonotic capocity ler)
~Iffile~1111111•111

By WERNER AND DOREEN GROSSMANN•

introduction: First to remind the reader of some fundamental orgonomie findings upon which this article is based:
In 1940 Reich invented the orgone accumulator and so showed
that by a simple arrangement of materiais it was possible to concentrate energy froco the atmosphere. He had found "the REVERSED, ORGONOMIC POTENTIAL; orgone energy fiows from the weaker or lower to
the stronger or higher system. This not only agrees with the basic
functions of living organisms, but can be directly observed in non-living
nature, as in the function of gravity or in the 'growth' of clouds in the
sky." (Wilhelm Reich, ETHER, GOD AND DEVIL, p. 114). In THE CANCER BIOPATHY (pp. 121-124) Reich descrihes an experiment with an
iron sphere which demonstrates that such a sphere is surrounded by a
pulsating oR energy field. He also describes how through a telescope
and under special conditions with the naked eye he watched a pulsatory movement, usually from west to east, against the far bank of a
lake. The conclusion to which he carne was "lhe earth is surrounded
not only by an air atmosphere of a definite chemical composition, but
also by an envelope consisiing of orgone energy." Such an envelope
can only continue to exist through the orgone energy ((Jia) potential from low (cosmic energy ocean) to high (concentration of OR
around and in the planet). But chis envelope does not go on growing. Like living organisms and other systems such as clouds, it has
its capacity levei, and when that is reached the orgonomic potential
• Teachers, Swiucrland.
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-nese findings and concepts have since been confinned many times
over, most spectacularly in cloudbusting. Many experiments with OR
radiation (see for instante THE CANCER BIOPATHY, p. 76) had shown
Reich that "water eagerly atcracts orgone energy and vice-versa." Working with this and an observation that long metal pipes affect the oa
flow, he invented the cloudbuster (1952). By pointing metal pipes
grounded in running water at the center of a cloud, he found he could
trigger a flow of oa from the cloud into the water, thus lowering the
oit potential between the cloud and its environment, making it impossible for the cloud to go on drawing oa and moisture and so causing
it to dissipate. Conversely, when he drew from near the cloud, he found
he could cause the cloud to grow, for then the OR potencial, cloudenvironment, became greater and the cloud drew energy and moisture
faster and faster.

Reasoning leads to the assumption that the OR envelope of our
globe is made up both of massfree OR and of OR bound up in the water
vapor and the gases of the atmosphere. Each atmospheric "atam" or
"molecuie" constituting a tiny bit of matter holds OR and is surrounded
by a tiny OR field. These particles of matter move in the earth's energy
field which is part of the cosmic energy ocean. To separate neatly the
energy fields of the individual material particles from any free OR
around cheia is impossible. The fields are OR of greater concentration
with the highest concentration dose to the material core. The move-
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ment of air can, therefore, not be separated from the movement o!
energy; the air currents of our globe come abola through the unitary
flow aí energy and air.
Let us see whethe: observations of air flow and cm flow confim,
this asstunption.
We had been observing OR and air flow for a considerable time and
had found that they were in the sante direction. To make sare, we
started watching the OR flow in mountain valleys. Mountain valleys
alI over the globe have an air flow of their own which is particularl)
marked in the warm season: in the daytime there is a strong wind up
the valleys, and in the night and early morning a wind in the opposite
direction, generally less strong. The observations we ilude in various
valleys in the Alps (upper Rhone, July, 1953: Linthtal, Glarus, August,
1953, and JuIy, 1954; Upper Engadine, October, 1953; Reusstal, where
it is filled by an arm of Lake Lucerne, May, 1955) showed that in mountain valleys, too. OR flow and air fiow are in the same direction and
that the OR undergoes the same change aí direction as the wind. Apart
from the regular daily reversa! of flow, the fact that twa of the above
valleys, i.e., Linthtal and Reusstal, run south-north, leaves no doubt
that our original observation in the plains had been correcta OR flow
and air flow are very closely bound up with mit other.
All the land masses of the globe have very strong local wind systems. Apart from valley winds which we shall discuss in detail below,
there are land and sea (and lake) breezes, and circtdations between
arid and fertile regions. A good example of the !atter is the circulado',
that exists between the arid regions of the southwest ai the United
States and the surrounding territory. lt was found (A. Wagner, Ueber
die Tageswinde in der freien Atmosphãre, Beitr. i. Phys. d. fr. Atm.,
Vol. 25, 1938, pp. 145-170) that in summer during the day there is a
strong flow of air (up to 15 mph) toward the arid zones in the southwest, particularly from the east and northeast, stretching over a distance of at least 625 miles from the center of the arid zones and reach•
ing up to about just under a mile, above which height there is the
hack flow. Our observations would show that such local wind systems
are identical with local OR circulations. The detailed investigation ai
valley winds confirms this.
Valley winds, especially those of the Austrian and Swiss Alps, have
been investigated very thoroughly and there is a large number of
lications on the subject. Also, various theories have been advanced to
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explain ,hem. They are, however, unsatisfactory as they do not get
beyond the investigation of such secondary functions as temperature
and pressure dilferences.
On sunny days in the warm season when on the plains there is
little or no wind, all the mountainous regions have a very lively air
flow; there are strong currents not only up the mountain sides but abo
ight down in the valleys. There the air does not flow up away from
the ground, it moves within the valleys as in pipes not reaching above
the mean height of the mountain crests on either side. Long and wide
mountain valleys in particular have very strong upvalley winds during
the day. These winds are so strong in many cases and they are so
regular that in some valleys the trees are tilted forward in the direction
of the upvalley How. The speeds of many of these winds have been
measured and they range from an average of 7-8 mph up to 18, 20
and even 22.5 mph. The Maloja wintl (Upper Engadine, Switzeriand)
for instance, which is one of the best known alpine valley winds and
probably the strongest, reaches a speed of 18-20 mpit in the early afternoon when it is ntost developed. The Inn Valley wind (Austria)
reaches velocities up to 13.5 and 15.5 or even 22.5 mph and the Upper
Rhone Valley wind (Switzerland) up to 15.5 mph. Upslope wind
peeds are even higher. Whereas on ;ut average they amount to 9
mph, up to 29 mph has been recorded. All these winds are a regular
daily occurrence especially in the spring and summer on sunny days
and they are chiefly though not exclusively found ott days with a slight
general pressure gradient, i.e., when there is little ar no air movement
on the plains.
Detailed study of air movernents in mountaittous arras on sunny
days leaves little doubt that this is an orgonotic phenomenon. Most
major alpine upvalley winds set in between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m., that
is, several hours after the sun has risen over the plains and over the
mountain valleys. Further, they set in abruptly. The Maloja wind,
for example, starts with a few gusts rather vigorously at Lake Sils near
the Maloja Pass between 9 and 10 in the morning and its progress along
the Upper Engadine valley can easily be followed in the rippling ai
the Iakes. The investigators abo found that generaily the air across
the whole width of the valley bottoms and up to a height of several
hundred yards begins to move aimost simultaneously. Abo, at Innshruck (Inn Valley, Austria) the downvalley wind reaches its maximum
intensity just before the upvalley wind seis in. The same observation
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was made in Salzachtat, Austria (1944). Thus from sunrise more and
more OR and air are being more and more strongly attracted towards
the plains. We musa assume that the growing excitation on the plains
in the morning brings about a tension that increases slowly and reaches
a peak about nine. Then it suddenly breaks roto a movement away
from the plains, that is, ott and air begin to How up the valleys in big
sacaras.
We cannot avoid the impression that this is an orgonotic charging
prrxess and that lhe uprialley winds are a discharge funeiron. This becomes immediately apparent if we try to comprehend the two processes
in ternas of gravitation. Gravitation has been shown to be a function
of the orgonomic potential, i.e., in the case ai the earth, of the attraction
exerted by the high orgonomic potential of the earth on weaker systems
around it, i.e., having a lower orgonomic potential. We musa assume
that when a particular area of the globe is being excited more and more
by the sun in the morning its gravitational attraction increases, till
remain degree of charge has been reached wherettpon the discharge sets
in. the orgonomic potential changes ima the mechanical potential, that
is, upsiope and upvalley winds and upwind currents on the plains set
in. In teriam of movement, charge and discharge therefore take chis
coto se: first, there is a movement toward the center al orgonotic atuartion and then a move-tient away from it. The above dcscribed air and
OR movements on sunny days bear this out. The process does not, however, end here. Another movement toward the center aí attraction seis
in, but higher up: it has been found that ou sunny days above the
Alps at a height of about 8,500-13,000 ft. there is a back flow of air
towards the plains on ali sides stretching from 100 to 125 miles from
the central crests of the Alps. In this way the two movements become
simuitaneous and a closed circulation of OR and air comes abou( which
embraces iarge arcas of the globe. A similar circulation covering a
acudi vaster arca exists between the Rocky Mountains and the Great
Plains. There the back flow is at the same height as over the Alps
but stretches over at least 625 triles to the east. (A. Wagner, ibid.)
We would like to repeat and stress the faca that the discharge takes
the farm of a movement directed against the force of gravity. It seerns,
therefore, reasonable to assume that where the ground is inclined this
movement is induced most readify. The inclination will provide the
necessary slight impulse to sei the process going. The steeper the
ground, the more readily the upward flow will come about. The nar-
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or shorter the valIey, i.e., the steeper the valley banam and the
Édupes, the earlier the winds get going. Very thorough investigations
in Saliachtal have shown that the valley wind reaches higher and higher
above the valley batiam the higher up the valley it gets, as more
anil more air is drawn into the How. They have abo shown that the
wind increases in speed the higher up the valley it gets. Investigations
of upslope winds have shown that the moventent of the air on siopes
itrIlows the varying insolation conditions very closely. The reversa! aí
fim sets in between a quarter and three-quarters ot an hour atter mirim ise and sunset. The path that pilai balloons take rising up mountain _dopes shows that where the upward flow meeis a steeper bit it
de/adies itseif from the siope and the air rises vertically, often at terrific
speeds. 'The bua that the impulse comes from the ground also becotnes
tirar from the observation that the upvalley wind first sets in dose to
the ground and dose to the ground it shows the greatest intensity. It
is further borne out by the faca that the valley winds readt up less
high in the middle of the valley than on the sities.
iciwer

'Fite discharge may alma take Ware in the forni of currents rising
k.ertically from the piains and other flattish arcas. These currents, too,

have been investigated thoroughly, by means of pilot halloons, and by
gliders, and they have been found to be very narrow, comparable to
shafts or chinineys. They are generally abata 3,300 ft. long and hang
in the air like big lumes and often the wind tilas them. In some rases
the colutection with thosC planes on the grumai where they originated
totild be established even where the upwind speed was 13.5 mph and
in ene rase the roí) end aí such a current was found to be 2.5 to 2.8
north rd the plane where it originated. Also, they oftera
i.e., they foros and disappear in the same piares at fairly
regular intervals. The answer as to what praduces these upwind currenas was, of course, at hand: overheating. Hut investigations by the
German Research Instante for Gliding revealed new and somewhat
poiiling facts: it was found that. these currents did not forre where
lite ground was damp or where the water table lay near the surface.
Even arcas with only poor vegetation (parti), sandy) with ground water
:a a depth of 7 to 10 feet showed relatively coo' surface temperatures
,meti no upwind currents. Furthermore, whereas these were only met
sporadically and aIways in the forra) aí narrow chinrineys or shafts, the
downward move:tient of air was found to he lesa strong and spread
over much larger atras. Ahove arcas with a high water table and
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above an oak wood strong downward currents were experienced. Above
the center of Berlin, where the water table is only 7 to 13 feet below
the surface, they regularly found slight downwinds. Airplane piloto
and gliders frequently come across downward currents above rivers and
woods (these !atter hold a lot of moisture) on days with only slight
wind. These findings have not been explained. From the point ol
view of orgonomy their significance is, however, inunediately apparent
if we think of what Reich has found about the relationship of OR and
water and especially of the processes underlying cloudbusting.
The investigators also found that where these upcurrents occur
there is a hot area dose to a relatively cool une and that the upward
movement first seis in where there is the greatest temperature difference. This suggests that it is the less excited oa and the cooler air
of the cooler arca that being more and more strongly attracted sudtlenly
rush to the area that is more excited and tinis provide the slight intpulse that seis the upward flow going. The pulsation that is very frequently found in these currents (the individual currents lasting, for
instante, between 15 and 30 minutes) would be dite to the cooler air
gradually Hooding the hot arca completely. The new current would
set in when the coo! air in turn had been heawd tip. This type of air
current is most frequently met with on days with little or no wind and
incense insolation. Other investigations showed that on sunny days
with slight or brisk winds strong upwind currents regularly form at
hilis and other elcvations of the ground such as coastlines, isolated buildings, towns, edges of woods and banks of rivcrs. Such obstacles fone
the oa and air streams up and in this way att as triggers for the upward movetnent. This How is by no means always due to the air being
forced over obstacles that it meets on its way if it cannot How around
Such currents do of course occur bua they do not fiow up ver
tically; they follow more or lesa closely the contours -rf the ground,
investigations have shown.
The vertical air currents described show very clearly ali the characteristics aí a discharge. They are far more intense, i.e., have far
greater speeds and reach far greater heights than can be accounteci for
by the mere overcoming of an obstacle. This is particularly obvio'',
with upwind currents that forro in fiattish territory on calco days. Also
the usual explanation that air rises because when Iteating up it becomes
less dense, i.e., lighter than cooler air around it, cari, of course, not
satisfy. Why does it become less dense, leu heavy?
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Gliding flights and pilot baboon investigations carried out on sunny
days with few or no clouds and little or no wind above Ilat territory
show that upwind currents usually reach about 3,300 ft. above the
ground and that their speed averages 2 to 1.5 mph. Upwind currents
under cumulus clouds are usually more violent. Speeds up to 11 mph
have been recorded below such clouds and up to 22.5 mph inside them.
Even greater speeds occur in thunderstorm clouds, up to 45, 67 and 90
mph. We mentioned earlier that upslope winds often detach thernselves from the ground when they come across very steep bits and from
there How up vertically, finally forming cumulus doudo. Whereas upslope winds show speeds up to about 9 mph, such vertical currents may
reach up to 29 tupi), i.e., velocities that are normally only found in
thunderstorm clouds.
The heights reached by upslope winds and by upwinds forming
clouds are itnpressive, too. In orle case in the Inn Valley upslope winds
were found to reach up to 11,500 ft. above sea levei, i.e., 4,900 ft. above
the mear' height of the mountain crests on either side of the vailey.
On that day at 11,500 ft. there was a west wind hlowing of 11-22 mph.
Cumulas and thunderstorm clouds which have developed out of cumulus
are the visible signo of upwind currents. Probably the heavier type
of cumulus, and cumulonimbus (thunderstorm doudo) of the nonfrontal
variety form out of upslope winds: they are therefore most frequently
met in hilly or mountainous districts. In accordance with their intensity such upwind currents reach terrific heights. Whereas 10,000 ft. is
an average figure, 20,000, 26,000 and more occur.
Our impression that the upvalley winds are a discharge phenom(mon seems to he confirmed by the sature of the pressure curve recorded
by the barograph in the plaina on sunny days in the warm season. In
the tropics the whole year round we find the same 24 hour pressure
curve every day with two maxima, une about 9 in the morning and
another about 10 in the evening, and two minirna, one between 3 and
-1 in the morning and another about 4 in the afternoon. The oscilation is 3 to 4 mb. In middle latitudes the daily pressure curve is mostly
s ery irregular owing to the frequent depressions. During prolonged
spelis ol fine weather, however, it is very much the same as in the
tropics with an oscillation of about 1.3 mb in the plaina. The most
striking feature of this 24 hour pressure curve is the drop during the
Itottest pari of the day afiei a rise in the morning. In our warm season
in the plaina pressttre rising from sunrise reaches ias maximum ~ta
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9 in the morning; that is about the time when most major valley winds
set in in the summer. After this peak it drops steadily till about 4 in
the afternoon, i.e., till the time when the valley wincis reach their maxi•
muni. intensity, and starts rising again about 5 p.iii.; that is about the
time when most valley winds are beginning to slackeu off. After the
upvalley flow has stopped (about 8 p.m.) and the downvalley winds
have set in (about 9 p.m.) it reaches a second, but weaker maximum
about 10 p.m. This fits in with another observation made in Saliachtal: there the downvalley How was found to reach a first maximum soon
after it had started. This is probahly due to the fact that at that time
the plains are still fairly warm (the sun sets about 8 p.m.) but as the
hig discharge, the upvalley winds, is no longer at work, the tension
ou the plains is not relieved. The downvalley How comes about because now that the upvalley flow has stopped the plains can also draw
int and air down the valleys and the mountain sides whereas during
the day UR and air bati moved in chiefly from the higher strata of the
atmosphere above the plains. Finally a second, but also weaker minimum develops around 3 ar 4 in the morning (the sun rises soon after
Cun.es showing devintions from lhe daily inenn pressure
n) on the plains (Paris in Angus])
h) in mountain valleys (Bozen in the sun! me))
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I) which shows that by that time the plains have cooled down con,iderably in their turn. At that time, too, the downvalley winds seem
to he least interne.
Whereas pressure recordings on sunny days in the warm season, as
we have just mentioned, usually show an oscillation of about 1.3 mb
in low-lying territory, in mountain valleys the average amplitude is 4
mb. Hei-e there is only one maximum, about 7 a.m., and one mininm, about 5 p.m. As we have already pointed out. such a drop in
good weather is otherwise only met in the tropics. To understand this
we have to know more about air movements in the mountains on sunny
days. As we have pointed out earlier, it has been found that siope
winds remi to the varying insolation conditions lar more quickly than
valley winds. Llpslope winds set in a qtaarter of an hour to threequarters of an hour after sunrise. They start Howing I to 2 hours
before the upvalley wind of the same valley. In sena!! valleys the upvalley winds in their turn start earlier than in big valleys. The smaller
or narrower the valleys the sooner they begin. Whereas in the long.
wide valley of the Inn, for example, the mighty upvalley wind rarely
sets in before 10 to 11 a.m. (at Irmsbruck) in the sutil:11er, i.e., 4 to 5
hours after the SIM reaches the valley bottom, in the nearby considerahly
narrower and steeper valley aí the Oeti (a small tributary of the Mn)
the upvalley flow begins about 2 hours after sunrise. These findings
are in accordance with our assumption that how soou the upward move!nein starts depends on the steepness of the ground. The fact that the
rising sun first strikes the mountain slopes and also that the mountain
sides, as they are mostly bate, heat up more (vicia), naturally accelerate
the process. Thus we must assume that already an hour or two after
sunrise countless currents aí ott and air are fiowing skywards from millions of dopes in the gigantic tnotunain mass of the Alps. We have
to add to chis the fact mentioned earlier that upslope winds have
frequently been found to be more violem than the strongest upvalley
winds. Not only on the dopes themselves but also and esperially below harmless fair weather curnulus dotais formed by upslope winds,
velocities have often been recorded that in the plains are only met with
in thunderstorms. As the day advances and the upvalley How sets in, first
in the smaller valleys and then in the big ones, more and more OR and
air move upwards more and more quickly til! finally in the early afternoon air and OR are rushing upwards as though the whole vast mountain range was aflame with countless huge tires. lt is ohvious from this
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that on sunny days in the warm season there is a tretnendous amount
of atmospheric movement in and above mountain distriets. The air
is wonderfully light and bracing, everything breathes, sparkles and luminares. The extraordinarily enlivening effect of mountain climates is
certainly at least as much a result of this complete absence of static
conditions as of the pura) of the air or the fact that the atmospheric
energy functions the better the freer it is from gaseous admixtures. On
the other hand the plains show very little movement on warm sunny days.
As there may be complete caim on such days we Intim assume that the
discharge only takes place in vertical upwind currents which as we have
pointed out only occur sporadicaliy covering very little ground, and in
the slow movement of air and oa toward the mountains in the regions
bordering on thetn. This is in accordance with the finding that the up•
valley winds are Lhe most shallow and the slowest at the openings ol
the valleys into the plains. At night every slope and every valley has
its downward wind. Although on a few occasions velocities up to 15.5
mph and 22.5 mph have been recorded (in the Valley of the Adige,
Italy, and in the Valley of the Inn, Aastria) downvalley winds do not
usually exceed 2 to 4.5 mph. Downslope wind speeds are on the whole
lower than those of upsiope winds. h is however significant that downvalley winds increase in speed the nearer they get to the plains. What
has been said about upslope winds, and about upvalley winds in narrow
valleys, starting earlier than upvalley winds in big valleys applies to
downslope and downvalley winds. Also many slopes and valleys get
into the shade quite some time before the sun sets. Thus the downward How of OR and air probably sets in about 5 p.m. in many piares
(the sun disappears from the floor of the valleys at about fi part.).

~ming, at first slowly till about 6 pan., then very rapidly till about
11 p,m., then again slowly till abotat 1 ¡Lm. and finaly again rapidly
till about 7 a.m.
In arder to understand these two paralkl processes functionaily
we have to make the following assumption: the weight of the air is a
Itinction of its gravitational attraction which is detennined by its mass
and its orgonotic charge. When the sun begins to excite a particular
arca of the globe in the morning energy and air are drawn toward it,
as a result of which the orgonotic charge of the ground and the air, and
the quantity of the air in that arca start growing. In this way a high
orgonomic potencial is built up at and dose to the ground. Its pull
and the increase in the quantity of the air show• in a rise of pressure.
When the capacity levei is reached the orgonomic potencial from low•
to high is reversed into the mechanical potential from high to low, i.e.,
the pull turns into repulsion. As a consequente the "weight" of the air,
that is to say its pressure, diminishes. In this way the pressure curves
depict the direction of flow of OR and air and its varying intensity.
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To return to the pressure curve in mountain valleys: we see that
pressure begins to fali at the ground about the time when the upward
flow seis in and goes on failing til abola the time when the downw•ard
flow begins. About that time it starts rising again and goes on rising
till about the time when the morning sun strikes the first slopes high
up. At Bozen, which is situated in the Valley of the Adige (Italian
Alps) near the center of the widest part of the Alps, pressure falis by
an average of just over 1 mb from abotat 7 a.m. till about 5 p.m.. at
first slowly tiIi ahout 8 a.m., then at an increasing rate til about 11
a.m., then more slowly again till about 1 p.m., then more rapidly till
about 4 p.m. and finaily slowly till about 5 p.m. About that time is
starts rising again and goes on rising till about 7 o'clock the following

There is, however, another process at work on sunny days which
must be responsible for the greater fali of pressure in mountain valleys.
in the summer the Alps have comparatively little sunshine in the middle of the day. Not even every third day is there full sunshine whereas
in winter the sky is clear every second day. The sunny time in the
summer is about 9 aut. whereas after ten ali over the sky cumulus clouds
of every size begin to form which keep blotting out the sun. It often
happens that the mountaineer finds himself stuck in a mountain hut
in mist and raia while frota time to time he catches a glimpse of the
sunny plains through a rift in the clouds. Frequently local thunderstorms develop in the afternoon. In the evening ali these clouds dissolve again. The investigators of upsiope winds very frequently could
establish the connection between these clouds and upslope currents.
Pilot halloons released on slopes after rising dose to the ground would
often travei beyond the crests and make for cumulus clouds above them.
.‘s the balloons approached the clouds, they moved faster and faster
till they disappeared in them.
The invescigations leave no doubt that it is the upslope currents
that are responsible for the formation of the clouds. In accordance with
orgonomic understanding of cloud formation we have co assume that
currents which rire up the slopes and beyond them upset the even distribution of the cat in the atmospherr. They create higher oa con-
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centrations in some places than there are in others and thus produte
arcas with a higher orgonomic potential which attract further OR and
further water vapour. Once such stnall centers of attraction have developed they may grow drawing increasingiy large amounts aí energy
from ali sides. And as the clouds become more and more numerous and
more and more voluminous their "puir may beco= so considerable
as to accelerate and intensa), the discharge in the whoie mountain arta
and to a lesse) extent and indirectly in the plains, too. In this way
high up in and above the mountains a new temer of gravity forms that
counteracts to some rateai the pull of terrestrial gravity.
The clouds, however, not only attract energy, they abo Md it
Inst. One might conclude thetefore that the amount of °a dose to the
ground diminishes during the day, returning to its previous levei at
rúgbi upon the dissolution of the clouds. We do not think that this
happens to any appreciable extent. The wwarn►, sunny plains constante
a strong center of attraction and thus fresh OR will continuously be
moving in from adjacent arcas and fron► higher strata of the atmosphere
to take the place of what has flowed away.
The above-mentioned pilot balloon investigation of upslope currents show further that it is not only energy that ilows into the clouds
but also air. Valley wind „ slope currents, vertical currents on the
plains and clouds come about through the unitary flow of energy and
air. The clouds are formed by these currents and they attract them.
lt is in agreement with orgonomic understanding of gravitational attraction to assume that clouds concernir-ale not only energy but also
Pressure at the ground, however, will not be affected by the concentra
tion aí such litnited amounts of air high up above the ground as other
air immediately takes its place. Abo, these fair weather clouds do
not grow indefinitely. Observations of the movements of clouds make
it quite piais that clouds are systems that form and dissolve simul•
taneottsly. Investigations from airplanes of the developntent of cumuloniu► bus clouds have shown that in the cuandus stage there is a pre
dorninating general upward flow• of air in the cloud whereas in the
mature cumulonimbus stage there are updrafts and downdrafts, and a
general gentle downdraft in the dissipating stage. It is clear that clouds
draw and discharge energy simultaneousiy. The discharge takes the
forni of movement away from the center of attraction, i.e., the core of
the cloud, and, as teriam considerations suggest, the farm of radiation
of heat and light. When through these three processes the material
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units which were concentrated in the cloud have given 1113 the greater
part of their charge they are "heavy" again, that is, now the stronger
piai! of the earth again draws them back to the ground. We know that
alarve the Alps during the day there is a back flow td air towards the
plains on ali sides. Also it is known that downcurrents are often met
with in the vicinity of cumulus clouds. It does not foilow. however, that
this air which has become "heavy" again owing to having a low orgonotic charge counteracts the falling of pressure at the ground. For
as soou as it nears the ground it is soon charged up again strongly.'
Taking ali these factors into account wc cnute to the conclusion
that the greater fali of pressure in mountain valleys is due to the comhined effect of the lively discharge process and ai the pull of the dotis,
whereas the smaller fali of pressure 011 the plains is almost. exclusively
a result of the discharge process, which is aho more sluggish on the
piains.
In °ater to bring out clearly the discharge nature of upvalley and
upslope winds and vertical upcurrents on the piains it is necessary Itere
to distinguish sharply between expansive processes and discharge processes. ln CORE (Vol. VI, pp. 1.7) Reich introduces the concept of the
na envelope of the earth expanding in spring and contracting in ananim.
Certainly, although to a lesse) extent, the na envelope also expands in
the morning and contracts in the evening. Further, the gaseotas envelope rd the earth expands and contrario, toa. In the morning, lande.
the action of the sun, the ott and the atmospheric gases over the plains
begin to expand. At the sante time the plains begin to draw energy
and air strongly from the surrounding arcas. Thus the volume of air
and energy on the plains grows, both-through the sheer process of expansion and through the conceniration of energy and air. When the
orgonotic charge of the atmosphere has reached its capacity levei the
discharge, i.e., the upvalley winds, etc., set in. As a resulta coimartion or rather a shrinking of the expanded atmosphere over the plains
would come about, through a decrease in the ►nass of energy and air
concentrated there. The upvalley flow would, therefore, soon stop if
it were not for the process of expansion going on and ever new (watt• Sinee writing this artirle we base read the Repto' ol the Thunderstorm Projeta
trio: THUNDEPSTORM. Washington. D.C.. fone 1949). h á a splendid ronfirmation
nt Reich's understanding of cloud forntation and of the toorlustotis drawn in this
papei. Certain diferences are doe to the taci that the Thttottersloritt Project dealt
wah clouds haring a differeni origin from those ronsidered herr%
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tities of OR and ah- being dragam imo the circulation owing to Lhe mon
tintied action of the sun.

DISCHARCE
EXPANSION

CONTRACTION

CAPACITY LEVEL

CHARGE

It is obvious ¡min the diagran: that discharge is coupled with
contraction whereas charge is coupled with expansion of the orgonoti(
system. The expansion of the atmosphere ire the morning would certainly not produce a wind and alarve ali the air would not How in
strong, fast streams %ening in late and suddenly. Here we come arroxa
the peculiar behaviour of the oa rant to discharge rontinuously and
gradually the energy potential that has formed, but to itik! up
"iension" that is released suddenly and more ar leu rapidly. As regarás the mostly gentler How down the vaileys at night it is chieis,
due to the fact already mentioned that the plains, being warmer than
the mountains, go on charging up, whereas the big discharge has come
to a standstill.
In studying wind Now and ou How ene is struck by what seem tu
be certain characteristics of orgonotic charging and discharging processes:
1) Orgonotic charging professes seern to be characterized by
certain slowness whereas discharging processes show rapidity and
abruptness: the slow charging up of the atimmosphere and the
clouds has to be contraste(' with the rapid and abrupt discharge
in the upvalley winds, upslope winds, upcurrents on the plains.
and in the lightning and the precipitation from clouds.
2) It follows from this that discharge processes are slow to sei io
3) Many discharge processes sem to require some outside impulse
to set them going. Such impulses may conte from the inclin.m
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nora of the ground, from some sort of movement such as other
discharges (e.g., upslope currents, upvalley winds in small valleys), coo' air undercutting hot air, heated air being pushed
along by the wind ar pushed up against some elevation on the
ground.
1) The discharge takes piare in narrow channels: the upcurrents
on the plains are "chimneys," the air moves up the mountains
in vaileys acting Iike pipes and it was often found that upslope
winds followed grooves in the mountain side and in any case
were stronger there; the discharge aí energy from clouds may
take place in the narrow paths of lightning; the water vapor
collected in time clouds, if precipitated, mostly falis in the fona
of droplets, not in gushes of water.
Ost the basis of these characteristics functional relationships appear
hetween the atmospheric processes described and such processes as:
a)
the orgastic discharge (slow charging up of the organista, rapid
discharge, outside impulse through movements, discharge How
ihrough narrow channels, i.e., genitais) ;
the action of the heart (discharge more rapid than charge,
discharge How through narrow channels, i.e., blood vessels);
the excretory processes (slomv charging up of intestines and
marinary bladdcr, rapid discharge, often outside impulse through
certain movements, discharge How in narrow channels, i.e.,
urethra and intestines);
respira tion (exhalation more rapid than inhalation, discharge
llow tht)hrough narrow channels, i.e., windpipe and nose or
ntou
eating (slow. charging up of mouth, rapid discharge in the
action of swallowing. discharge flomv through narrow channel,
i.e., esophagus).
b)
the functioning of the cloudbuster (discharge comparatively
rapid, outside impulse through moving of pipes, discharge How
through narrow channels, i.e., pipes);
the functioning of the lightning rod, i.e., "electric" needle
effect (rapid discharge, outside impulse a moving approaching
cloud, discharge How through narrow channel, i.e., metal rod);
the flow of electricity (rapid discharge, outside impulse move;tient of wire in magnetic field, discharge How through narrow
channels, i.e., wires).
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